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Abstract. Evolution of organic carbon content in soils has the potential to be a major driver of atmospheric greenhouse gas
concentrations over the next century. Understanding soil carbon dynamics is a challenge due to a wide range of residence time
of soil organic matter and limited constraints on the mechanisms influencing its persistence. In particular, large uncertainties
exist on the persistence of pyrogenic organic carbon in soils. In order to characterise organic matter with varying degrees of
5

persistence and distinguish pyrogenic organic carbon, we combined Rock-Eval analysis, a thermo-chemical method, with the
benzene polycarboxylic acid molecular marker method and Raman spectroscopy, to characterise samples from long-term bare
fallow experiments, progressively depleted in the most labile organic carbon over time. Considering the heterogeneity of soil
samples, size fractions have been separated to distinguish pools of organic carbon with distinct properties. We observe that
organic carbon dynamics is dependent on granulometry. A pool of organic carbon with intermediate residence time, from years
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to a few decades, representing ca 65 % of the bulk soil organic carbon stock, is mainly associated to fine fractions (< 20 µm).
With time under bare fallow, this organic carbon is progressively transferred towards finer fractions through the breakdown of
organic matter. Coarse fractions (> 20 µm) are rich in centennially-persistent organic carbon, representing ca 20 % of the initial
organic carbon stock, due to the chemical recalcitrance of organic matter in these fractions, dominated by pyrogenic organic
carbon. A second pool of persistent organic carbon, representing ca 15 % of the initial organic carbon stock, is associated
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with the clay fraction, indicating mechanisms of protection occurring at the submicron scale (< 2 µm). This persistent organic
carbon only represents 30 % of the organic carbon initially present in the clay fraction. Persistent organic carbon exhibits
heterogeneous chemical signatures depending on the considered pool but a consistent thermal signature demonstrating the
relationship between thermal stability and biogeochemical stability of soil organic carbon. This gives the possibility to assess
the size of the persistent organic carbon pool in soils using thermal parameters. The persistence of pyrogenic organic carbon
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in the clay fraction is similar to the one of total organic carbon. The different persistence of coarse and fine pyrogenic organic

1

carbon reside in the highly condensed nature of sand-sized pyrogenic carbon which may result from burning temperature over
700 °C. Pyrogenic organic carbon is not inert but exhibits a consistent increase in the level of condensation with time in all
size fractions, showing the role of chemical quality in pyrogenic organic carbon persistence. Overall, this study helps improve
the separation, evaluation and characterisation of carbon pools with distinct residence time in soils and gives insight on the
5

mechanistic origin of soil organic carbon dynamics.

1

Introduction

Improved management and forecast of soil organic carbon (SOC) stock evolution is a crucial challenge to soil security (e.g.,
Lal, 2004; Koch et al., 2013) as well as to climate change models and the associated mitigation strategies (e.g., Eglin et al.,
2010; Ciais et al., 2014). A wide range of SOC residence times are observed in soils, from day to millennia (Trumbore, 2000).
10

The processes behind remain elusive, due to the varied chemical nature of organic compounds and complex interactions with
the mineral matrix and microbial decomposers (e.g., Gleixner, 2013; Barré et al., 2014; Kögel-Knabner, 2017). Nonetheless,
models simulate C outputs resulting from SOC mineralisation using different SOC pools distinguished on the basis of C dynamics (e.g., Parton et al., 1987; Coleman and Jenkinson, 1996). The accuracy of the models is limited by insufficient constraints
on the size of these pools, in particular regarding the most persistent one, hereafter referred to as the centennially persistent
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SOC pool (e.g., Todd-Brown et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2016).
The challenge arises from the limited understanding of the origin of long-term SOC persistence (Schmidt et al., 2011). Persistence is expected to depend on three major processes (Sollins et al., 1996): (i) physical protection (Balesdent et al., 2000),
(ii) physico-chemical protection (von Lützow et al., 2006) and (iii) chemical recalcitrance (Angst et al., 2016). (i) The physical
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protection is related to the accessibility of SOC to decomposers, either depending on the distance between SOC particles,
limiting the likelihood of degradation by microorganisms (Don et al., 2013) or on the formation of clay-sized aggregates, entrapping SOC and making it inaccessible to microorganisms (Chenu et al., 2009). (ii) The interaction between SOC and mineral
particles determines an energy barrier inducing the physico-chemical protection of organic matter (OM) against decomposition (Mikutta and Kaiser, 2011). (iii) Organic matter chemistry controls the chemical energy available for soil heterotrophic
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if
microorganisms which can result in different rates of decomposition (Manzoni et al., 2010). Chemical recalcitrance is Even
::::::
chemical
recalcitrance is regarded as a secondary parameter to explain bulk SOC persistence (Amelung et al., 2008), it could be
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a relevant parameter for a specific form of SOC: pyrogenic organic carbon(PyOC)::::::::::::::::::::::::
(PyOC; Schmidt et al., 2011). Also referred
to as black carbon, charcoal or fire-derived OM, it is ubiquitous in soils, representing ca 15 % of the SOC on average (Reisser
et al., 2016). It is a charred residue derived from the incomplete burning of biomass. As PyOC mineralises slowly compared
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to the initial biomass (Lehmann et al., 2015), it is expected to be a major pool of persistent OC. However, PyOC residues are a
mixture of chemical phases with distinct physical states (Keiluweit et al., 2010). Depending on the degree of aromaticity and
substitution, PyOC can display a wide range of contrasted properties (Wiedemeier et al., 2015). Studies on PyOC persistence
in soil find a large range of residence time (Singh et al., 2012). The processes responsible for PyOC persistence and its contri-
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bution to the persistent SOC pool remain to be determined (Lutfalla et al., 2017).
The determination of SOC chemistry and of the characteristics of organo-mineral interactions leading to SOC persistence is
made difficult by the absence of procedure to separate SOC with different residence times (Poeplau et al., 2018). Long-term
5

bare fallow (LTBF) field experiments are a simple and effective way to isolate centennially persistent SOC (Barré et al., 2010).
In these field experiments, inputs of C to the soil were stopped decades ago and samples from various plots were regularly
collected and stored since the beginning of the experiment. With time, the most labile organic compounds have been mineralised, leading to enrichments in persistent SOC. Among the methods available to study the biogeochemical stability of SOC,
thermal analyses proved to be efficient due to the correlation between the energy required for thermal and biological oxida-
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tion (Gregorich et al., 2015). In particular, the Rock-Eval (RE) method has successfully emerged to study the biogeochemical
stability of soil OM (Barré et al., 2016), to quantify the size of the persistent SOC pool (Cécillon et al., 2018) or to estimate
the proportion of particulate OM (Soucémarianadin et al., 2018). This method provides thermo-chemical measurements from
the sequential ramped pyrolysis and oxidation of a sample (Behar et al., 2001). In addition to thermal characterisation of SOC,
information on OM chemistry can be obtained (Saenger et al., 2013). Chemical indices can be derived from the analysis and
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related to OM stoichiometry (Disnar et al., 2003). Specifically, PyOC being a substantial SOC component in several LTBF
samples (Lutfalla et al., 2017), it gives the possibility to focus on the origin of long term persistence of PyOC compounds. The
burning temperature of PyOC has been related to its long-term residence in soils (Zimmerman, 2010). This temperature can
be estimated using a Raman-based thermometer (Deldicque et al., 2016). The influence of burning temperature is related to
the chemical quality of PyOC, which can also be influenced by the parent material and the conditions of PyOC preservation
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in soils (Spokas, 2010). The chemical quality of PyOC depends on the aromaticity and the degree of aromatic condensation of
the material, both described by the benzene polycarboxylic acids (BPCA) molecular marker method (Wiedemeier et al., 2015).
Thermo-chemical analyses are often limited to bulk LTBF samples, implicitly assuming homogeneous properties of SOC
within a soil sample. However, soil fractionation shows that functionally distinct OM pools can be distinguished from bulk soil
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samples (von Lützow et al., 2007) and rare studies on fractionated LTBF samples indicate variations in OM quality (Plante et al.,
2005). To provide a new insight on the thermo-chemical characteristics of SOC in relation to C dynamics, with emphasis on
PyOC, we studied SOC with contrasted persistence by combining RE analyses, Raman spectroscopy and the BPCA molecular
marker method on size-fractionated samples from the oldest, eighty-years old, LTBF experiments in France. With this work ,
we aim to: :::
The:::::::::
objectives :::
and:::::::::
hypotheses:::
of :::
this:::::
work :::
are ::::::::
threefold. (i) We
aim to identify SOC pools with distinct dynamics
:::::::::
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; :(i.e.
persistence and decline of OC in the soil and between soil compartments due to mineralization, leaching or transfer
:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
towards
other soil fractions) as the heterogeneous properties of the studied fractions should lead to varied SOC residence times
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
giving
the opportunity to separate SOC in distinct pools. (ii) :::
We ::::
want::
to:determine the thermo-chemical characteristics of each
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
as::::
their:::::::::
dynamics :is::::::::
expected::
to:::::::
depend ::
on:::::
their :::::::::::
stoichiometry:(:::
e.g. H
and O content), chemistry (e.g. aromaticity for
pool ; ::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
PyOC)
and thermal stability. (iii) :::
We ::::
wish::
to:deduce the mechanistic origin of their dynamics (:::
i.e. :::
the ::::::::
physical, :::::::
chemical::::
and
::::::::::::::::::::::::

3

biological
mechanisms at stake). The correlations between SOC dynamics and thermo-chemical properties in a given pool will
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
enlighten
the nature of the underlying mechanisms explaining SOC persistence.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
2
2.1
5

Methods
Long-term bare fallow experiments

Studied soil samples were recovered from the archives of Versailles LTBF experiment, France (Table 1). Detailed characteristics
of the site are provided in Barré et al. (2010). Archived samples were air-dried and kept in the dark. Bulk soil density remained
constant over the LTBF experiment (Barré et al., 2010). Four field-plot replicates were selected. For each plot, samples from
the first year of bare-fallow treatment (1929) and after four bare-fallow periods (11, 23, 53 and 80 years) were chosen.

Versailles, France
Coordinates

48◦ 48’ N, 02◦ 08’ E

Beginning of the experiment

1928

Previous land use

Grassland

Mean annual temperature

10.7 ◦ C

Mean annual precipitation

628 mm

Soil texture and type (IUSS Working Group WRB, 2015)

Silty loam luvisol

Sampling depth

25 cm

Sampling years

1929, 1939, 1951, 1981, 2008

Evolution of SOC (g · kg

−1

, ± 1.0) (Lutfalla et al., 2017)

18.5, 14.2, 12.1, 8.0, 6.3

Table 1. Selected characteristics of Versailles long-term bare fallow experiment.

2.2
10

Particle-size fractionation

Physical dispersion and particle-size fractionation were carried out on soil samples (Lutfalla et al., 2018) to separate the sand
fraction (> 50 µm), the coarse and fine silt fractions ((20–50) µm and (2–20) µm) and the clay fraction (< 2 µm) using the
method proposed by Balesdent et al. (1998). Fifty grams of soil were shaken overnight with 20 glass beads in 180 mL deionised
water to break up aggregates bigger than 50 µm. The obtained suspension was then passed through a 50 µm sieve, thereby
preventing the disruption of particulate OM during the subsequent ultrasonic dispersion (Balesdent et al., 1991), and sonicated
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in an ice bath for a total input of 320 J · mL−1 , using a digital sonifier (Sonics model 500W operating at 20 kHz, maximum
output = 120 W, probe with a flat tip of 2.5 cm diameter). The dispersion conditions allowed the recovery of a clay-size fraction
(< 2 µm) equivalent in proportion to that achieved during standard particle-size fractionation (Balesdent et al., 1991). At that
stage, the solution was centrifuged at 79g for 12 min to isolate the clay fraction, then at 5g for 1 min to isolate the silt fractions.
Before weighing, sand and coarse silt fractions were oven-dried at 60 ◦ C while the fine silt and clay fractions were freeze-dried.
4

Total mass recovery was 99.1 % (standard deviation = 0.4 %).
As organo-mineral interactions occur at the submicron scale and induce variable SOC residence time depending on the size
of clay subfractions (Balesdent et al., 1987), coarse, intermediate and fine clay subfractions ((0.2–2) µm, (0.05–0.2) µm and
5

< 0.05 µm) were obtained from the clay fraction (Lutfalla et al., 2018). Two grams of clay subsamples were suspended in water
and sonicated at 320 J · mL−1 . The sonicated suspension was then sequentially centrifuged at 23,056g for 61 min to isolate
the fine fraction and at 5764g for 15 min 22 s to separate the intermediate and coarse fractions. All clay subfractions were then
freeze-dried. Mass recovery for the clay fractionation was 98.3 % (standard deviation = 1.7 %).

10

A table containing the mass obtained for each fraction of each sample is provided in Supplementary Information (Table S1).
2.3

Rock-Eval measurements

Thermo-chemical analyses were carried out on the different particle-size fractions of the four plot replicates for the five barefallow durations using a RE6 Turbo device (Behar et al., 2001, Vinci Technologies). The RE6 technique provided measurements
from the sequential pyrolysis and oxidation of ca 10 mg of the fine clay subfraction, of ca 50 mg of the other clay subfractions
15

and clay and fine silt fractions and of ca 200 mg of the coarse silt and sand fractions. The choice of different masses for C-poor
and C-rich samples was necessary to avoid reaching detector saturation or falling below the detection limit. Volatile hydrocarbon effluents from pyrolysis were detected and quantified with flame ionisation detection (FID), while the evolution of CO
and CO2 gases was quantified by infrared detection during both the pyrolysis and oxidation stages. Pyrolysis was carried out
from 200 ◦ C to 650 ◦ C in an N2 atmosphere with a heating rate of 30 ◦ C · min−1 , while the oxidation was carried out from
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300 ◦ C to 850 ◦ C in the ambient laboratory air atmosphere with a heating rate of 20 ◦ C · min−1 . The RE6 technique generated
five thermograms per sample giving the evolution of: (1) volatile hydrocarbon (HC) effluents during pyrolysis, (2) CO2 during
pyrolysis, (3) CO2 during oxidation, (4) CO during pyrolysis and (5) CO during oxidation.
Rock-Eval results were first used to measure C content. To evaluate the reliability of the measurements, the C concentrations

25

obtained were compared to the C content measured by dry combustion (Lutfalla et al., 2018) in a CHN autoanalyser (Carlo
Erba NA 1500). On average, the carbon yield of the RE6 analyses was about 101 %, 91.2 %, 96.5 % and 94.4 % for the
sand, coarse silt, fine silt and clay fractions and about 95.3 %, 95.5 % and 108 % for the coarse, intermediate and fine clay
subfractions (Table 2).

30

Using the HC pyrolysis thermogram, the hydrogen index (HI, g HC · kg−1 C) has been ::::
was determined. This index corresponds to the quantity of pyrolysed hydrocarbons relative to the total SOC (TOCRE6 ) of the sample, reflecting SOC bulk
chemistry. Using the CO and CO2 pyrolysis thermograms, we determined another parameter reflecting SOC bulk chemistry,
the oxygen index (OIRE6 , g O2 · kg−1 C) corresponding to the oxygen yield as CO and CO2 during the thermal pyrolysis of
soil OM divided by the TOCRE6 of the sample. The HI correlates with the elemental H:C atomic ratio of SOC and the OIRE6
5

Fraction

n

slope

R2

Sand

33

1.01

0.999

Coarse silt

35

0.912

0.919

Fine silt

26

0.965

0.993

Clay

33

0.944

0.991

Coarse clay

27

0.953

0.996

Intermediate clay

25

0.955

0.990

Fine clay

31

1.08

0.997

Table 2. Parameters of the carbon yield curves of the Rock-Eval 6 analyses for each analysed fraction (n: number of analyses)

correlates with the elemental O:C atomic ratio of SOC (Espitalié et al., 1977).
For each RE6 thermogram, we determined the temperatures corresponding to each incremental proportion of the amount of
gases evolved during the pyrolysis and oxidation stages (Cécillon et al., 2018). Upper temperatures of 850 ◦ C (CO oxidation
5

thermogram), 650 ◦ C (HC pyrolysis thermogram), 611 ◦ C (CO2 oxidation thermogram) and 560 ◦ C (CO and CO2 pyrolysis
thermograms) were chosen for signal integration, thereby excluding any interference of soil carbonates (Behar et al., 2001).
For each RE6 thermogram, signal integration was performed on the offset-corrected thermogram using sample-specific offset
values estimated by the RE6 Turbo device. For the three pyrolysis thermograms, signal integration started after an isotherm
step of 200 s at 200 ◦ C. The temperature parameters are labelled TX , where X represents the temperature corresponding to

10

the evolution of X % of the amount of evolved gases for a given sample and a specific thermogram (HC, CO2 pyrolysis, CO2
oxidation, CO pyrolysis, CO oxidation).
A table containing the RE6 parameters obtained for each sample with all relevant information on the samples is provided in
Supplementary Information (Table S2).

15

2.4

Raman spectroscopy

obtained:::
on:a Raman micro-spectrometer (Renishaw inVia). They were obtained on
Raman spectra were collected with :::::::
micrometre-sized areas of raw (non-polished), hand-picked, PyOC grains from the sand fraction. Ten to fifteen grains were
collected from each of the four distinct plots, amounting to fifty grains for each of the 1929 and 2008 samplings. Analyses
were performed on the centre of particles, using an argon laser beam (514.5 nm, Spectra Physics) equipped with a LEICA 50
20

× magnification objective (0.5 numerical aperture) and using a circular polarization of the laser. The Raman-scattered light
was dispersed by wavelength using a holographic grating with 1800 lines · mm−1 and detected by a CCD camera. To avoid
any sample heating (which can modify the spectral parameters or the structure of the analysed materials), the laser power on
the sample was kept lower than 0.2 mW, i.e. less than 1 % of the nominal power. The spectra were recorded in the (900–
6

2000) cm−1 range (first order spectrum).
All the Raman spectra of PyOC particle are characterised by two broad D and G bands (Supplementary Information, Fig. S1).
The background was extracted using a linear baseline. The burning temperature (BT) of PyOC grains was determined using
5

the relative height of these two bands (x = HD /HG ) following the equation established by Deldicque et al. (2016):
BT(◦ C) = 17173.76 · x4 − 12070.17 · x3 + 25628.07 · x2 − 30429.69 · x + 7984.018

(1)

The selection of this thermometer is based on its robustness. The type of organic precursor has negligible effects on temperature
estimates and the effect of residence time at the highest temperature of burning is weak. This thermometers gives a ± 20 ◦ C
estimate of burning temperature in the (600–900) ◦ C range for wood fires.
10

2.5

Benzene polycarboxylic acids analysis

Pyrogenic OC contents were assessed with the BPCA method, a previously described state-of-the-art molecular marker approach for PyOC analysis in environmental samples (Wiedemeier et al., 2015). The analyses were performed on milled bulk
(300 mg/analysis), sand (300 mg/analysis) and clay (100 mg/analysis) fractions after 1, 23 and 80 years of experiment on the
four field replicates. Samples were analysed in duplicate and analytical error was always < 10 %. For each analytical batch
15

of soils, a laboratory reference soil (Chernozem) was included to ensure the quality of the analytical procedures. The BPCA
method is known to provide a conservative assessment of PyOC in soil. It targets pyrogenic molecular markers only. The BPCA
method is consistent but underestimates the absolute amount of PyOC (Glaser et al., 1998), and a conversion factor of 2.2717
has been proposed to convert “BPCA-PyOC” to “total-PyOC”. We present unconverted PyOC contents because only relative
changes in the PyOC content were of interest. We estimated the content and evolution of PyOC in the silt fraction (coarse silt

20

and fine silt) by difference between bulk PyOC on the one hand and clay and sand PyOC on the other. Four types of molecular
markers are also identified, indicating different degrees of aromaticity, from the most condensed benzene hexacarboxylic acid
(B6CA) to the less condensed benzene pentacarboxylic, tetracarboxylic and tricarboxylic acids (B5CA, B4CAs, B3CAs).
A table containing the BPCA results obtained for each sample is provided in Supplementary Information (Table S3).

25

2.6

Data analysis

Analyses were conducted using the free software environment for statistical computing R (http://www.r-project.org).
To assess quantitatively the characteristics of OC decay in the studied fractions, the data were fitted using different decay
models successfully applied to describe OC dynamics in LTBF experiments (Barré et al., 2010) (Supplementary Information,
30

Table S4). The nls function (“stats” package) was used. Data from the four replicates are fitted at once in order to take into
account all sources of error in the uncertainties of the model. A one-pool model with first-order kinetics did not take proper
account of the plateau reached by the OC content along the experiment, as shown by the high Akaike score. A two-pool model
7

with first-order kinetics did not converge due to the limited number of sampling dates considered in this study compared to
the four parameters in the model. A modified two-pool model was thus selected, with better Akaike scores. In this model,
an intermediate C pool is modelled using a mono-exponential decay and a C pool persistent over the timescale of the LTBF
experiment is modelled using a constant, assuming that the decay of this pool is negligible over a 80 years period. The following
5

exponential decay function is used (Fig. 1):
t

OC(t) = OCi · e− MRT + OCp

(2)

with OCi the content of intermediate OC in g · kg−1 , MRT the mean-residence time of OC in year and OCp the persistent OC
content over the timescale of the LTBF experiment in g · kg−1 .

3
10

Results

3.1

Organic carbon evolution in soil size fractions during bare fallow

For the different fractions, the OC content in the fraction is decaying before reaching a plateau after several decades of experiment (Fig. 1). The model used to fit the evolution of OC content over time helps to assess the characteristics of this decay.
Two pools of OC are considered: (i) an intermediate pool with a mean-residence time (MRT) characterising the average time
an atom of C remain in this reservoir and (ii) a persistent pool with a negligible decay at the timescale of the experiment, thus
15

considered as inert at this timescale.
The MRT of intermediate OC is increasing with decreasing granulometry (Table 3, Fig. 1). The MRT of intermediate OC is
8 years (standard deviation, SD = 5 years) for the sand fraction, 13 years (SD = 7 years) for the coarse silt fraction, 31 years
(SD = 2 years) for the fine silt fraction and 40 years (SD = 28 years) for the clay fraction. The MRT of intermediate OC is

20

homogeneous in all clay subfractions considering the standard deviation and comparable to the total clay fraction. Inputs of
OC in the fine clay subfraction is evidenced by the absolute increase of OC content after 10 years of experiment (Fig. 1b).
An increase of the OC content is ::::::::
Compared:::
to :::
the :::::::::
decreasing :::::
trend, ::::
such:::::::
increase::
is::::
also observed in the first years of LTBF
experiment for the fine silt and clay fractions clay
fraction and subfractions. At first order, such increase input
will have a
:::::::::::
:::::
negligible influence on the parameters of the model as shown by the distance of the OC content of the clay fraction after 10

25

years of experiment compared to the trend of the model.
The persistent OC represents an estimate of the OC content remaining in a soil fraction after almost a century of LTBF experiment. The concentration of persistent OC is similar in the clay, fine silt and sand fractions (Table 2:3) with 13 g · kg−1 of clay
fraction (SD = 11 g · kg−1 ), 10 g · kg−1 of fine silt fraction (SD = 1 g · kg−1 ) and 9 g · kg−1 of sand fraction (SD = 1 g · kg−1 ).
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It is minimum in the coarse silt fraction with 1.1 g · kg−1 of coarse silt fraction (SD = 0.1 g · kg−1 ). In the clay subfractions,
the amount of persistent OC is similar to the total clay fraction except for the fine clay subfraction, reaching 29 g · kg−1 of fine
clay subfraction (SD = 53 g · kg−1 ). Despite the large uncertainty in the model, after 80 years of experiment, the high SOC
8

concentration (ca 50 g · kg−1 of fraction) in the fine clay fraction compared to the other fractions (ca 20 g · kg−1 of fraction)
confirms this difference (Fig. 1b).

Figure 1. Evolution of the organic carbon content with duration of the long-term bare fallow experiment for the size fractions studied: (a) sand
(> 50 µm), silt (coarse: (20–50) µm, fine: (2–20) µm) and clay (< 2 µm) fractions; (b) coarse ((0.2–2) µm), intermediate ((0.05–0.2) µm) and
fine (< 0.05 µm) clay subfractions. The organic content is multiplied by five for the coarse silt fraction to clearly see the evolution. The error
bars correspond to the standard deviation between the four plot replicates. Where not visible, error bars are smaller than symbol size. For
t

each fraction, the evolution of the organic carbon content with time is fitted by an exponential decay function (OC(t) = OCi · e− MRT + OCp ,
OCi : intermediate organic carbon content, MRT: mean-residence time and OCp : persistent organic carbon content). The 95 % confidence
interval obtained from the standard deviation of the function parameters is represented by the coloured areas.

9

Fraction

OCi (g · kg−1 of fraction)

SD

MRT (year)

SD

OCp (g · kg−1 of fraction)

SD

Sand

8

2

8

5

9

1

Coarse silt

0.7

0.2

13

7

1.1

0.1

Fine silt

36

1

31

2

10

1

Clay

41

10

40

28

13

11

Coarse clay

37

7

50

22

13

8

Intermediate clay

25

7

50

31

13

7

Fine clay

118

48

40

43

29

53

t
− MRT

Table 3. Parameters of the exponential decay function (OC(t) = OCi · e

+ OCp ) used to fit the evolution of organic carbon content

with duration of the long-term bare fallow experiment for the different size fractions considered (OCi : intermediate organic carbon, MRT:
mean-residence time, OCp : persistent organic carbon). The standard deviation (SD) obtained for each parameter is given on the next column
to the right.

The OC budget contained in each fraction was obtained from the measured OC content and the corresponding mass proportion (Fig. 2). Most of the initial OC proportion is shared between the sand and fine silt fractions (ca 25 % each) and the
clay fraction (ca 45 %) while the contribution of the coarse silt fraction is negligible (ca 5 %). The OC proportion is stable
over time in the sand and clay fractions (paired t-tests initial/final: p-values = 0.20 and 0.57), increases in the coarse silt frac5

tion (paired t-test initial/final: p-value = 0.04) and decreases in the fine silt fraction (paired t-test initial/final: p-value = 0.01,
Fig. 2a). In terms of OC persistence, at the beginning of the experiment, OC in the clay and fine silt fractions was dominated
by intermediate OC while in the sand and coarse silt fractions, the OC content was shared between intermediate and persistent
OC. Persistent OC is mostly present in the sand and clay fraction (ca 45 % and ca 35 %, respectively), the coarse and fine silt
fractions sharing the remaining ca 20 %.

10

Within the clay fraction (Fig. 2b), most of the OC was contained in the coarse clay subfraction (ca 65 %), which also represented the major fraction in mass (ca 65 wt%). The remaining was shared between the intermediate and fine clay subfractions.
The proportion of OC contained in the coarse clay subfraction did not vary significantly during the LTBF experiment (paired
t-test initial/final: p-value = 0.49) while it increased from ca 15 % to ca 20 % in the intermediate clay subfraction (paired
15

t-test initial/final: p-value = 0.02) and decreased from ca 20 % to ca 15 % in the fine clay subfraction (paired t-test initial/final:
p-value = 0.01). The relative proportion of persistent and intermediate OC is similar between the subfractions with a 1:3 ratio.
The coarse clay fraction contains about two-third of the persistent OC of the clay fraction, the remaining being shared equally
between the intermediate and fine clay subfractions.

20

Overall, persistent OC represents about 35 % of the total SOC at the start of the experiment (Fig. 2), corresponding to
5.8 g · kg−1 in the bulk soil.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the organic carbon proportion contained in the studied size fractions with duration of the LTBF experiment: (a) sand
(> 50 µm), silt (coarse: (20–50) µm, fine: (2–20) µm) and clay (< 2 µm) fractions; (b) coarse ((0.2–2) µm), intermediate ((0.05–0.2) µm) and
fine (< 0.05 µm) clay subfractions. The error is estimated ::::
bars, :::::::::::
corresponding ::
to :::
two ::::::
standard:::::::::
deviations, :::
are :::::::
calculated:from the standard
deviation of the organic carbon content and of the mass of the fraction measured for the four plot replicates. The proportion of persistent
organic carbon (dark colour) is obtained from exponential decay fitting using the OCp (persistent organic carbon) parameter. The error is
bars,
corresponding to two standard deviations, are estimated from the standard deviation of the OCp parameter obtained from the fit and the
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
standard deviation of the mass of the fraction measured for the four plot replicates.
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3.2

Thermo-chemical evolution of organic carbon in soil size fractions during bare fallow

The HI decreased with time under bare fallow in all fractions (Fig. 3a). The HI decreased from ca 130 g HC · kg−1 C to
ca 40 g HC · kg−1 C in the sand fraction, from ca 200 g HC · kg−1 C to ca 90 g HC · kg−1 C in the fine silt fraction and from
ca 170 g HC · kg−1 C to ca 130 g HC · kg−1 C in the clay fraction. The decay rate decreased with decreasing granulome5

try. The HI decrease in the coarse clay subfraction was similar to the trend observed in the total clay fraction. No clear trend
is visible for the other clay subfractions (Fig. 3b), the HI values remaining in the 250 g HC · kg−1 C to 150 g HC · kg−1 C range.
The OIRE6 exhibited contrasted variations (Fig. 3c). It decreased from ca 130 g O2 · kg−1 C to ca 80 g O2 · kg−1 C in the
sand fraction. The OIRE6 was stable at ca 160 g O2 · kg−1 C in the fine silt fraction and it increased from ca 210 g O2 · kg−1 C
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to ca 260 g O2 · kg−1 C in the clay fraction. This parameter increased in all clay subfractions, from ca 200 g O2 · kg−1 C to
ca 250 g O2 · kg−1 C in the coarse clay subfraction, from ca 230 g O2 · kg−1 C to ca 280 g O2 · kg−1 C in the intermediate
clay subfraction and from ca 250 g O2 · kg−1 C to ca 300 g O2 · kg−1 C in the fine clay subfraction (Fig. 3d). A slight decrease
of the OIRE6 in the finest clay subfraction occurred in the first ten years of the experiment.
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Among the temperature parameters available from RE6 analysis, only the T50 CO2 oxidation parameter is shown as it is
common (Barré et al., 2016). Nonetheless, other thermal parameters such as T50 CO2 pyrolysis or T50 CO oxidation reveal
the same trend (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S3). Temperature parameters, and thus OM thermal stability, increased
with LTBF duration. The T50 CO2 oxidation increased from ca 440 ◦ C to ca 500 ◦ C in the sand fraction, from ca 400 ◦ C to
ca 430 ◦ C in the fine silt fraction and from ca 440 ◦ C to ca 460 ◦ C in the clay fraction (Fig. 3e). The range of temperature
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increased with increasing granulometry. Temperature parameters also tended to increase with bare-fallow duration in the clay
subfractions (Fig. 3f). The T50 CO2 oxidation parameter increased from ca 430 ◦ C to ca 460 ◦ C in the coarse clay subfraction,
from ca 450 ◦ C to ca 470 ◦ C in the intermediate clay subfraction and from ca 430 ◦ C to ca 440 ◦ C in the fine clay subfraction.
The fine clay subfraction exhibited a distinct behaviour with a sharp increase in the first 25 years of the experiment before
decreasing.

25

In a matter of clarity, considering the low OC content and OC proportion contained in the coarse silt fraction, the The
RE6
:::
parameters obtained for this :::
the :::::
coarse:::
sil fraction are given in Supplementary Information (Fig. S2) considering
the low OC
:::::::::::::::::::
content
and OC proportion contained in the coarse silt fraction. The evolution of these parameters were was
similar to the sand
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::
fraction discussed above.
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Figure 3. Evolution of selected Rock-Eval 6 parameters with duration of the long-term bare fallow experiment for the studied size fractions:
(a) and (b) hydrogen index, (c) and (d) OIRE6 oxygen index and (e) and (f) the temperature at which 50 % of organic carbon combusted
during the Rock-Eval 6 oxidation step (T50 CO2 oxidation). In the left panel, (a), (c) and (e), the results for the sand (> 50 µm), silt (coarse:
(20–50) µm, fine: (2–20) µm) and clay (< 2 µm) fractions are given. In the right panel, (b), (d) and (f), the results for the coarse ((0.2–2) µm),
two:standard deviation
intermediate ((0.05–0.2) µm) and fine (< 0.05 µm) clay subfractions are represented. The error bars correspond to the:::
between::::::::
deviations ::::::::
calculated from
the four plot replicates. Where not visible, error bars are smaller than symbol size. For each fraction, the
::::
trend of each parameter as a function of bare-fallow duration is fitted by either exponential decay, exponential recovery or linear functions to
guide the reader.
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3.3

Evolution of pyrogenic organic carbon content in soil size fractions during bare fallow

The evolution of PyOC content depended on the fraction considered (Fig. 4a). In the sand fraction, the PyOC content was
variable between plot replicates (relative standard deviation, %RSD = 20–40 %) but the PyOC quantity remained stable during
the 80 years of LTBF (paired t-test initial/final: p-value = 0.13). The average PyOC content of the sand fraction over the four
5

field replicates and the three dates was ca 0.9 g · kg−1 of sand fraction (SD = 0.3 g · kg−1 ), representing 55 % to 60 % of the
bulk PyOC.
In the silt fraction, the PyOC content was also variable (%RSD = 45–80 %), representing ca 25 % of the bulk PyOC. The
PyOC quantity decreases during the 80 years of LTBF (paired t-test initial/final: p-value = 0.04), from ca 0.3 g · kg−1 of silt

10

fraction (SD = 0.2 g · kg−1 ) to ca 0.1 g · kg−1 of silt fraction (SD = 0.1 g · kg−1 ).
In the clay fraction, the variability of PyOC content between the four plots was below 10 %. The PyOC content decreased
significantly over the 80 years (paired t-test initial/final: p-value < 0.01), from ca 1.0 g · kg−1 of clay fraction (SD = 0.1 g · kg−1 )
to 0.38 g · kg−1 of clay fraction (SD = 0.03 g · kg−1 ) representing ca 15 % of the bulk PyOC. The rate of PyOC decrease was
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similar to the one of SOC in the clay fraction (ca 25 % decrease in the first 22 years and ca 60 % decrease over the 80 years of
experiment).
3.4

Characterisation of pyrogenic organic carbon chemistry

The BPCA method yields information about the chemical quality of the material. Isolated size fractions displayed PyOC with
contrasted chemical signatures. In the sand fraction, PyOC was the most condensed with more than 60 % of B6CA. In the clay
20

fraction, PyOC was the less condensed (ca 35 % of B6CA). In the silt fraction, the condensation was intermediate (ca (40–
55) % of B6CA). In all three fractions, there was a significant evolution over 80 years of LTBF towards more condensed
material (paired t-test initial/final, p-value < 0.05). The relative proportion of BPCA can give an estimate of the burning temperature by comparison with the distribution of BPCA obtained on reference char material (Wiedemeier et al., 2015). The
results obtained indicate burning temperatures exceeding 700 ◦ C in the sand fractions. The condensation of PyOC in the clay

25

fraction is characteristic of chars created in the (350–500) ◦ C temperature range while PyOC condensation in the silt fraction
corresponds to reference chars from wood and grass produced at charring temperatures around 600 ◦ C. However, the chemical
quality of the char can also be influenced by the preferential oxidation of B3CAs and B4CAs or the preferential solubilisation
of B5CA.

30

Raman spectra obtained on PyOC grains from the sand fraction (Supplementary Information, Fig. S5) also reflect the condensation and aromaticity of PyOC which can be translated into burning temperatures through the paleothermometer developed
by Deldicque et al. (2016). The median burning temperature was ca 710 ◦ C and ca 730 ◦ C for samples from 1929 and 2008,
respectively (Fig. 5). The distribution of burning temperatures shows that high temperature PyOC grains (> 750 ◦ C) were more
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frequent in the sand fraction from 2008. Half of the PyOC grains population analysed exhibited a burning temperature in the
range 610 ◦ C to 740 ◦ C in the sand fraction from 1929 while this range was 590 ◦ to 820 ◦ C in the sand fraction from 2008.
Different morphologies of PyOC grains were found in the sand fraction (Fig. 6). Nonetheless, mineral grains were often in5

cluded into PyOC grains and morphological evidence of former plant tissues were common indicating that they were charcoal.
Rare deep black grains may correspond to geological coal (Fig. 6, bottom photographs).

Figure 4. Evolution of selected results from benzene polycarboxylic analyses with duration of the long-term bare fallow experiment for the
studied size fractions: (a) pyrogenic organic carbon content; (b) proportion of benzene hexacarboxylic acid (B6CA) molecular marker. The
error bars correspond to the :::
two standard deviation between deviations
calculated from the four plot replicates.
:::::::::::::::::::
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Figure 5. Box-and-whisker plot of burning temperature estimated from Raman spectra obtained on individual grains of pyrogenic organic
carbon in the sand fraction of long-term bare fallow soils sampled in 1929 and 2008 (PyOC: pyrogenic organic carbon). The box is limited
by the first and third quartiles of the data distribution. The horizontal line represents the median, and the width of the adjacent notches shows
the 95 % confidence interval about the median. The “whiskers” represent the last value before 1.5 times midrange (the arithmetic mean of
maximum and minimum values) beyond the first or third quartile.
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Figure 6. Optical microscope photographs showing the typical structure and morphology of the PyOC grains analysed by Raman spectroscopy in the sand fraction.
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4

Discussion

4.1

Distinct organic carbon dynamics between size fractions

On the timescale considered in this LTBF experiment, 80 years, OC can be divided in two pools with distinct residence time in
all size fractions. A pool of intermediate OC with residence times ranging from years to several decades and a pool of persistent
5

OC, preserved for more than 100 years (Trumbore, 1997).
4.1.1

The intermediate pool of organic carbon is transferred towards fine fractions

The pool of intermediate OC was distributed between the fractions, explaining that part of the OC decayed in all fractions
during LTBF experiment (Fig. 1). Most of this intermediate OC was present in the fine silt and clay fractions (Fig. 2). In the
finest fractions, an input of OC during the first years of LTBF experiment was observed relative to the decay trend (Fig. 1).
10

No input to the global soil system was observed as OC followed a smooth exponential decay (Barré et al., 2010). Inputs must
thus originate from transfers between size fractions. Inputs of OC were notable in the finest fractions (fine silt, clay and clay
subfractions) but absent from the coarse fractions (sand and coarse silt) indicating that OC transfer must occur from coarse
fractions towards finer ones. The progressive breakdown of OM leads to ever smaller residues (Kögel-Knabner, 2017), which
likely explains such transfers. Intermediate OC is preserved for longer periods of time in the finest fractions as shown by the
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decreasing decay rates estimated with decreasing granulometry (Table 3). Variations in the decay rate of intermediate OC in the
different fractions indicate that the speed of OM breakdown depended on its size. Residence time before breakdown spanned
from a decade for the coarse OM components to a few decades for the finest OM particles. :::::::::
Breakdown:::
of :::::
coarse::::
OM::::::
would
lead
to inputs of new OC with variable chemistry in the clay subfractions. The scattering of the HI and OI values in the clay
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
subfractions during the intermediate years of LTBF experiment strengthen this idea (Figs. 3b , 3d and 3e). Breakdown of coarse
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OM would lead to inputs of new OC with variable chemistry in the finest fractions. and
3d).
:::::::
4.1.2

Most persistent organic carbon is associated with sand- and clay-sized fractions

The proportion of persistent OC in the bulk soil, estimated by addition of the persistent OC in the different fractions, is about
35 % (Fig. 2), in the range expected for similar soils (25 % to 56 %, Cécillon et al., 2018). This proportion corresponds to
5.8 g · kg−1 , close from the 6.2 g · kg−1 of persistent OC estimated for this site (Cécillon et al., 2018) and of the smallest
25

concentration of OC measured in a single plot, 5.5 g · kg−1 (Barré et al., 2010). Considering the uncertainties introduced by
summing the estimates for each fraction, this demonstrates the consistency of our estimates. Centennially persistent OC was
present in all fractions, OC content reaching a plateau after several decades of experiment in the different fractions (Fig. 1).
It was not distributed evenly as ca 75 % of persistent OC was found in the sand and clay fractions while these fractions
only represent ca 40 wt% of the soil samples. Concentrations of persistent OC and proportion relative to the SOC stock were
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comparable in these two fractions. Persistent OC in the sand fraction represents ca 20 % of the SOC stock with a concentration
of 9.4 g · kg−1 of sand fraction (SD = 0.9 g · kg−1 ). In the clay fraction, persistent OC represents ca 15 % of the SOC stock
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with a concentration of 13 g · kg−1 of clay fraction (SD = 7 g · kg−1 ). Two major pools of persistent OC can thus be separated
from this experiment, a coarse (sand-sized) pool and a fine (clay-sized) one.
4.1.3

Pyrogenic organic carbon exhibits contrasted ::::::::::
contrasting dynamics between
coarse and fine fractions
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Size fractionation isolated two pools of PyOC displaying contrasted persistence (Fig. 4a). In the sand fraction, PyOC is cen5

tennially persistent as no significant evolution of the absolute PyOC content was observed over time. In the clay fraction, the
PyOC content decreased with time and its dynamics were similar to the dynamics of the total OC of the fraction (Fig. 1a). The
contrasted persistence of PyOC in the two size fractions led to distinct relative enrichments in PyOC. The relative proportion
of PyOC compared to total OC did not change significantly in the clay fraction while it doubled in the sand fraction over the
LTBF experiment. A significant proportion of the coarse pool of persistent OC must thus be constituted of sand-sized PyOC

10

material.
The equivalent persistence of total OC and PyOC in the clay fraction detected in this study contradicts most literature stating
However,:::::::
analyses:of published data show that PyOC
that PyOC is more persistent than soil OC (Forbes et al., 2006). Analyses ::::::::
persistence is lesser :::
less:than previously expected. Field-based :::::::::::::::::::::
(Abney and Berhe, 2018):. :::::::::
Long-term :::::::::
field-based:studies show
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mean residence times ranging from 90 years to 750::::
1034 years (Singh et al., 2012). The average MRT for intermediate OC :::
the
intermediate
OC pool in the clay fraction was estimated at 40 years (SD = 15 years) from this study and PyOC decrease was
::::::::::::::::::
following the same trend. Therefore, this study suggests that MRT of the finest PyOC particles may even be shorter than lowest bulk estimates. This is consistent with previous studies of PyOC persistence in bulk samples from LTBF showing limited
results agree with incubation experiments
MRT differences with total OC (Lutfalla et al., 2017). These results also These
:::::::::::

20

which demonstrated that pyrogenic material can decrease at similar rates than total OC in the first phases of biodegradation (Hilscher et al., 2009). :::
The:::::::
balance:::::::
between:::::::::::
centennially ::::::::
persistent::::::
coarse :::::
PyOC::::::::
particles::::
and ::::
more:::::
labile::::
fine::::::
PyOC
fraction
would lead to centennial residence time, consistent with residence times found for natural pyrogenic carbon in field
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
experiments
(182 years to 541 years, Hammes et al., 2008). This is also consistent with previous studies of PyOC persistence
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
in
bulk samples from LTBF showing limited MRT differences with total OC, of the order of the century (Lutfalla et al., 2017).
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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4.2
4.2.1

Thermo-chemical signature of the persistent organic carbon
Persistent organic carbon hydrogen signature is consistent but oxygen content depends on the fraction

As shown by Barré et al. (2016) for bulk samples, persistent OC has low HI compared to the initial OC in all SOC size
fractions (Fig. 3). On the other hand, no clear OI signature of persistent OC in bulk soil samples could be evidenced from
LTBF experiments. This may be accounted for by the existence of two persistent OC pools with distinct chemistry. One
30

pool, mainly found in the coarse fraction, has low OI compared to initial OC while the other, found in the clay fraction has
increased OI. With bare-fallow duration, OI can increase, decrease or remain constant in the bulk soil depending on the relative
proportion of these two chemical pools. This also accounts for the stability of the OI in the fine silt fraction, exhibiting mixed
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contribution from these two pools. This chemical difference is accounted for by the abundance of PyOC in the sand fraction,
detected through the BPCA method (Fig. 4) and visible to the naked eye (Fig. 6). The high aromaticity of these chemical
compounds, consequently O-poor compared to average soil OM explains the evolution towards lower OI when the relative
PyOC proportion increases with bare-fallow duration. Oxygen-rich OM is degraded leaving mainly O-poor PyOC (Poot et al.,
5

2009). The inconsistency of this chemical parameter in presence of PyOC suggests that it could be detected using RE-based
procedures.
4.2.2

Persistent organic carbon has high thermal stability

The thermal signature of persistent OC was comparable in all studied soil fraction (Fig. 3). It was characterised by an increased
thermal stability compared to the initial pool of OC confirming bulk soils observations (Barré et al., 2016). Despite marked
10

chemical differences between the OM from the different fractions, the established correlation between biogeochemical and
thermal stability (Gregorich et al., 2015) remained valid. The variability of thermal parameters was also lesser than the one of
chemical parameters (OIRE6 : %RSD = 12 %, HI: %RSD = 9.3 % and T50 CO2 oxidation: %RSD = 1.0 %). This confirms the
robustness of OC thermal stability as a proxy of its biogeochemical stability in soils (Cécillon et al., 2018).
4.2.3

15

Persistent pyrogenic organic carbon is highly condensed

In the sand fraction, the persistence of PyOC was associated with a more condensed form as indicated by the proportion of
B6CA consistently higher than in finer fractions (Fig. 4). This high level of PyOC condensation may result from high burning temperatures, exceeding 700 ◦ C, as estimated by comparison with reference char materials (Wiedemeier et al., 2015) and
confirmed here by Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 5). The abundant and condensed individual pieces of char (Fig. 6) show that the
material present in these fractions was probably not created during wildfires, as the temperature in these natural events rarely
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exceed 500 ◦ C (Turney et al., 2006; Campbell et al., 2007). Nonetheless, mineral inclusions in PyOC grains and the morphological remnants of plant tissues indicate that at least part of the PyOC present in this soil resulted from occupational burning.
The presence of material resembling geological coal also suggests that part of the PyOC in the sand fraction could also come
from pieces of geological coal used in heating systems.
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The clay fraction contained much less condensed PyOC, similar to chars created in the 350 ◦ C to 500 ◦ C temperature
range (Wiedemeier et al., 2015). Two hypotheses may explain the observed difference with coarse PyOC. (i) Fine PyOC could
correspond to material created through natural burning of biomass (wood and grass), likely to have occurred on this experimental site before the start of the bare-fallow experiment. (ii) The temperature was inhomogeneous during burning, the seat
of the fire left high-temperature, highly-condensed, sand-sized PyOC material, which is persistent and preserved in the sand
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fraction. Further from the seat of the fire, low-temperature PyOC material, possibly finer or easier to breakdown, would explain
the dominance of low-condensation fine PyOC material in the clay fraction.
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Evolution with time of the chemistry of the pyrogenic material was similar in all fractions (Fig. 4b). A consistent evolution
of PyOC quality towards more condensed forms was observed. The distribution of burning temperature of sand-sized PyOC
was also shifted towards higher temperature between the first and last sampling dates of the LTBF experiment (Fig. 5). It
confirmed that high condensation, correlated with high burning temperature, increases PyOC persistence in soil. This result is
5

in line with previous works which find good correlations between PyOC persistence and its degree of condensation (e.g., Singh
et al., 2012).
4.3
4.3.1

Inferences on the mechanisms controlling soil organic carbon dynamics
Physical or physico-chemical protection controls organic carbon dynamics in fine fractions

The increasing MRT of intermediate OC with decreasing granulometry of the fractions (Fig. 1a and Table 3) is accounted
10

for by the expected mechanisms of OM preservation demonstrated in a number of studies (e.g., Balesdent et al., 1987; von
Lützow et al., 2006). Physical protection results from restricted accessibility of organic matter to decomposers in small pores
and aggregates and mainly affects fine-size OM fractions (Balesdent et al., 2000). Physico-chemical protection depends on the
establishment of organo-mineral interactions which increases with the specific surface area, greater in the finest soil fractions.
In parallel, OC inputs from coarser fractions through the breakdown of OC may also contribute to artificially increase the MRT
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of the finest fraction. By contrast, in the clay subfractions, the similar proportion and decay of intermediate OC (Fig. 2 and
Table 3) indicate that, at first order, no significant difference in the mechanisms involved in OM protection can be evidenced
between the clay subfractions.
4.3.2

Chemical recalcitrance controls organic carbon persistence in sand-sized fractions

The second pool of persistent OC, present in the sand fraction must result from distinct mechanisms of protection as the
20

specific surface area of coarse particles is small compared to the fine ones. Organo-mineral interaction and physico-chemical
protection are thus unlikely to be important in the sand fraction, while the persistent OC content is higher than the one of the
clay fraction. Considering the fractionation protocol used in this study (Lutfalla et al., 2018), preserved physical aggregates
are smaller than 2 µm (Chenu et al., 2009) and thus absent from the sand fraction. This persistent OC pool must only result
from the preservation of highly condensed PyOC. After 80 years of experiment, the PyOC content measured by BPCA only
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represented 10 % of the OC content of the sand fraction. The BPCA method is known to consistently underestimate the
PyOC content (Glaser et al., 1998). It suggests that the conversion factor between “BPCA-PyOC” and “total-PyOC” may be
close to 10. This study contradicts previous work which find that coarse PyOC material disappears more quickly than fine
PyOC particles, either because of fragmentation or because of preferential protection of PyOC in micro-aggregates in the finer
fractions (e.g., Hilscher and Knicker, 2011). Nonetheless, Nocentini et al. (2010) also found that the smaller PyOC particles

30

were less condensed and more reactive than the coarser ones. This suggests that high-temperature, coarse PyOC material can
be resistant to both fragmentation and degradation due to high condensation, possibly combined to peculiar physical properties.
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Despite not detected in this study, the apparent persistence of PyOC material in the sand fraction may be reinforced by inputs
of pyrogenic material during the bare fallow, as suggested by Lutfalla et al. (2017).
4.3.3

Specific surface area and chemical recalcitrance control pyrogenic organic carbon dynamics

By contrast with this persistent PyOC pool, a low condensation, intermediate PyOC pool is evidenced in the clay fraction.
5

Different mechanisms can explain the decrease of PyOC content in the clay fraction: biotic degradation,photo-oxidation
and leaching or erosion vertical
and horizontal transport or erosion and photo-oxidation. Due to twice-yearly tillage, photo:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
oxidation, impacting PyOC material situated at the soil surface, can occur despite the sampling depth (25 cm) of this study.
All plots from the experimental setup of the LTBF experiment were fenced in the late seventies, limiting ::::::::
horizontal:losses
of OC and more specifically of PyOC by erosion from this date. Earlier ::::::::
horizontal:losses can account for PyOC decrease.
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Leaching Vertical
transport cannot be excluded either from this setup. Despite these drawbacks, inherent to Vertical
transport
::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::
should
however affect both coarse and fine PyOC particles. The content in sand-sized PyOC particles remaining stable over
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
the
duration of the experiment, the observed loss of PyOC likely results from biotic processes. Potential erosion
and transport
::::::::::::
:::::::::::::::::
of
PyOC must be limited. In addition, potential losses of PyOC by solubilisation is minor compared to biological degra::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
dation (Abiven et al., 2011; Maestrini et al., 2014)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
(Abiven et al., 2011; Maestrini et al., 2014; Schiedung et al., 2020). In gen-
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eral, biological or biotic degradation is demonstrated to be the predominant degradation pathway for PyOC (Santos et al.,
2012). The
observed loss of PyOC must thus result mainly from biotic processes. Two factors influencing the biodegradability
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
of PyOC must thus control its persistence in the clay fraction: (i) the size and surface substitution of individual PyOC particles
(< 2 µm) which make organo-mineral interactions possible; (ii) the degree of condensation, possibly controlled by the burning
temperature of the material, and thus the level of chemical recalcitrance. In the clay fraction, most of the PyOC is found in

20

organo-mineral associations (e.g., Hilscher and Knicker, 2011). Despite being initially hydrophobic, negative surface charges
appear quickly on PyOC particles and favour interactions with mineral surfaces protecting it against biodegradation (Vasilyeva
et al., 2011). The equivalent total soil OC and PyOC dynamics on a multi-decadal timescale suggests that the protective mechanisms are similar. The contrast of persistence between clay- and sand-sized PyOC material is interpreted as an effect of the
lower condensation of finer PyOC particles.

25

5

Conclusions

In this temperate soil, we show that two-third of the SOC stock is constituted of OC with intermediate residence time, from
years to decade, which is progressively transferred towards finer fractions from the breakdown of coarse organic compounds.
This suggests that most OC present in the fine fractions is not persistent but in dynamic equilibrium, the outputs of OC due to
degradation into carbon dioxide being compensated by input of OC from coarser fractions. Centennially persistent OC can be
30

divided into two pools. A pool present in the coarse fractions, representing 20 % of the SOC stock, was dominated by highlycondensed PyOC, with low OI and HI compared to total OC, and was chemically recalcitrant. A second pool present in the fine
fractions, representing 15 % of the SOC stock and only 30 % of the total OC initially present in the fine fraction, had low HI and
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high OI compared to total OC. The presence of significant PyOC proportion dramatically changes the chemical signature of
centennially persistent OC. By contrast, RE thermal parameters are adequate proxies of the biogeochemical stability of OC in
soils as as the positive relationship between thermal and biogeochemical stability remains valid in presence of PyOC. Increasing
thermal stability of persistent PyOC is also associated with increasing burning temperature and high levels of condensation.
5

This long-term assessment of the dynamics of PyOC in size fractions shows that PyOC is not necessarily more persistent than
total SOC on centennial timescales but that its dynamics are controlled by its chemical quality. Further studies on PyOC with
contrasted dynamics would help elucidate the properties and mechanisms controlling PyOC persistence in soils.
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